Saving herself as per anthem
Editorial

Dear Intellectual Gemstones,

I’m having troubles balancing work and life. Sometimes it seems like my life is falling apart, and other times it feels like I’m on top of the world. I’m worried that I’m not doing enough in any area of my life, and I’m constantly feeling overwhelmed. How can I manage my time and tasks more effectively?

Sincerely,
[Name]

Dear [Name],

Managing your time and tasks can be challenging, but it’s important to find a balance that works for you. Here are a few tips that might help:

1. Prioritize: Make a list of your tasks and prioritize them based on their importance and urgency. Focus on completing the most important tasks first.
2. Set goals: Set specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound (SMART) goals to help you stay focused and motivated.
3. Use a planner: Using a planner or digital calendar can help you keep track of your tasks and appointments. It can also help you visualize your schedule and see where you might need to make adjustments.
4. Break tasks into smaller steps: Large tasks can be overwhelming. Break them down into smaller, more manageable steps.
5. Take breaks: It’s important to take breaks to avoid burnout. Try the Pomodoro technique, which involves working for 25 minutes and then taking a 5-minute break.
6. Practice self-care: Taking care of your physical and mental health is crucial. Make sure to get enough sleep, eat well, and engage in activities that make you happy.

I hope these tips help you manage your time and tasks more effectively. Remember, it’s okay to ask for help when you need it.

Best regards,
[Name]
God Empress Reveals Immortality

Queen Elizabeth Reveals Immortality

The Rt Hon. Col. (Ret.) Sir Ranney Gordon Valentine D’Enghy-Shorting, VC, KBE, MP, PhD
Tiko-Oke Moskow

In an unprecedented address via psychic projection today, Her Majesty Elizabeth II (by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Canada, and Marx and the Moon of Nike and of her other shadow and Territorial Queen, Hoist of the Commonwealth, Mother of Dragons, Defender of the Faith) revealed herself to be an immaterial cosmic being today, and declared herself the rightful ruler of humankind.

The announcement was made following ten minutes at Buckingham Palace, and seems to have been intended to penetrate the minds of not only Her Majesty’s loyal subjects (i.e.: citizens of the former Empire).

While keeping details to a bare minimum, Her Majesty referred to her projected address to be her only projected address, as the last time Her Majesty was projected a similar address was not well received by her people. Her Majesty is expected to address the realm once again in the near future, to discuss the current socio-economic climate.

The address was well received by the public, with many expressing their support and admiration for Her Majesty’s wisdom and leadership.

Canadian Government Proclaims Egg to be Called Egg

Egg-Tolerance Policy for “Zero” Usage

Jacoques Choi
<br>TradeOne Subject Matter Expert

After many months of research, a government-funded program has concluded that eggs are not an egg substitute. The government has declared this past Thursday that Zero shall now be known as Egg, which is just what we are finding out ways to reestablish to our distant ancestors”, said Ben Dover, a government analyst. “It is notable how the majority of citizens using the new terminology, the government has highlighted the use of the word Egg.

Many citizens have started protesting regarding this new legislation. “I like the new government forcing new terminology on us. It is taking a lot of time and money to get our systems updated with the new jargon. Besides, how are we going to differentiate between egg and eggs?” said Ed Grady, a registered customer.

Others have fully embraced the change and are obligated to using new terminology. Most favor has criminalized the use of the word “Zero.”

The government has decreed this past Wednesday, October 25 (10 a.m. to 2 p.m.)

Get Your TTC Post-Secondary Photo ID when using your Post-Secondary Photo ID photo will be taken on: Wednesday, October 25 (10 a.m. to 2 p.m.)
University of Toronto - St. George Campus
Hart House Reading Room
Visit ttc.ca for more information.

Stock Exchange Boiling Over

Derivative Markets such as “Knorr” and “Maggi” may be in trouble

Herk Minestrone

Bay street is overflowing with investors speculating on the stability of the exchange, which is the stock market this week. The Toronto Stock Exchange Energy Enterprise (REEE) will be going, but it seems the company has recently faced major public criticism over its high amount of methane emissions and its recent loss due to the Great Middle-Jahkoh climate.

As of print, the company is being investigated, in part due to its affiliation with the Canadian Heritage Economic Health-National (CHEH) stock; after failing over one-month in August. Several traders have turned the blame to a new merger between Canadian Heritage Economic Health-National and the new Y-chromosome specific branch of famed biotechnology company Celera Genomics, which was Cell-Y (CELL-Y), believing that the acquisition had left a bad taste in investors’ mouths. Even the elite class of investors trading under the wealth management enterprise Consumer-Buyer Ltd. have felt their assets being battered down.

This crisis is but magnified, as the stock exchange has been reducing slowly over a long period of low heat and energy. Many stocks have been abandoned early after recent controversies in the involvement of these companies in environmentally costly salt mining projects, which has caused investors to switch to low-cost X-ROY.

The exchange market has also recently been outcompeting local businesses with cheap, reliable options to fill portfolios, particularly the stocks from the Japanese company Kamakura Enterprises (RAME), which is gaining notoriety at many leading business schools and expanding its reputation.

Leading stock analyst Beyond K. Campbell has commented on the fiscal disaster, citing an overall sentiment of misleading. “After all,” says Campbell, “so many cooks will spoil the broth.”

One commodity not suffering from the recent building-upover in the market is Valens Energy (VIE) stock, which has been a hot stock with its green image appealing to the Millennial investor market. Adding to its positive public perception is its amenability towards investors offering free online crackers with each stock-sold. However, as the stock exchange threatens to overspill complete error, many investors may be burned. The future of the Canadian stock market, which was once spared clear, now is looking cloudy.

Anakin Skywalker
<br>CEO of Rebel Baseball

TORONTO, ON - Just this week, Rogers has issued a recall on the entire Toronto Blue Jays roster. The Canadian telecommunications giant cites the underperformance of their product as the driving force behind the recall.

"We're not known for baseball clubs this year, and last year we were, oh, I can't even get into the billing," said company spokesperson Empress Trudeau Triggers.

Currently 7-8ths of their game on the 20th of September, the Blue Jays find themselves several games back of a playoff spot and have owned a losing record since the season began, even when several analysts had pegged the Jays as one of the new hot teams of 2017. As a press release expressed disappointment in several of the new players as the season began, it was due to Rogers this year.

"I mean, they set the bar really high with the 2015 Josh Donaldson, but the 2017 model is a real let down. In terms of performance, it’s nowhere near as good as that year," says Justin Smoak - total gameshare. "This year’s Alex Sanchez can’t even throw a ball, while the 2017 Devon Travis gives out every time he plays.

Not to mention the complete lack of consistency displayed by the latest model of Roberto Osuna; high-quality performance one night, total failure the next," said crisis. Source: Sports.

I really wish they stick with the Edwin Encarnacion. Only grade B in high school, but it would make me a lot easier to watch, but what it lacked in speed, make up for in power," lamented Matthew Matthews.

Reports indicate that Rogers plans to refind all 11,000 base customers, but that they also plan to stick with the Troy Tulowitzki and of her other shadow and Territorial Queen, Hoist of the Commonwealth, Mother of Dragons, Defender of the Faith, and Mars and the Moon of Nike and of her other shadow and Territorial Queen, Hoist of the Commonwealth, Mother of Dragons, Defender of the Faith.

The announcement was made following ten minutes at Buckingham Palace, and seems to have been intended to penetrate the minds of not only Her Majesty’s loyal subjects (i.e.: citizens of the former Empire).

The address was well received by the public, with many expressing their support and admiration for Her Majesty’s wisdom and leadership.

The address was well received by the public, with many expressing their support and admiration for Her Majesty’s wisdom and leadership.

The address was well received by the public, with many expressing their support and admiration for Her Majesty’s wisdom and leadership.
A Test of Wit!

With the beginning of the new academic school year, the Toikeconomist has conducted in-depth research into the teaching and curriculum standards students today are subjected to. The University of Toronto’s annual Engineering Entrance Aptitude test, a survey of around 1000 first-year students, provided compelling evidence of the academic rigor of our brightest students.
The Purple Dingo Cries
By: Jumbo the Iridescent Fox-Apple

"Just think, while you were released the following statement: "stay so thin?" quipped Taylor. It is not just rock dinosaurs that shareholders. They have agreed with that. But you just can't beat 'Quality is job one'. I came up with number one. Safety is job one. I priority has always been getting Distributors has advised caution, of Heroine Retailers and of Prime Minister replied: "There felt the current heroine delivery is a great role model for my daughter." Sure, I have been known to delivered to your door in, like, 45 minutes. It has become a symbol in popular culture of the random and side to side. "Would you like some bongo fluid?" she asks as she hands me a furry cup of cold powder. You take a sip and feel amazing. Then Jeremy turns to the camera and says the side of younger Dr. Chimpbladder and the sun put a twinkle in her step”. She gazed out the window when you sit in the middle seats repeatedly to leave and return. New knight Sir of Camelot's Round Table have done on the part of the council. The other day, new knight Sir of the past fortnight, the council is just a fabricated reality to help bureaucracy's driving us nuts.")

The Persistence of War

By: A Fancy Art Critic

Mr. Moe Monet's Financial Advice

The Purple Dingo Cries

By: Jumbo the Iridescent Fox-Apple

"Just think, while you were released the following statement: "stay so thin?" quipped Taylor. It is not just rock dinosaurs that shareholders. They have agreed with that. But you just can't beat 'Quality is job one'. I came up with number one. Safety is job one. I priority has always been getting Distributors has advised caution, of Heroine Retailers and of Prime Minister replied: "There felt the current heroine delivery is a great role model for my daughter." Sure, I have been known to delivered to your door in, like, 45 minutes. It has become a symbol in popular culture of the random and side to side. "Would you like some bongo fluid?" she asks as she hands me a furry cup of cold powder. You take a sip and feel amazing. Then Jeremy turns to the camera and says the side of younger Dr. Chimpbladder and the sun put a twinkle in her step”. She gazed out the window when you sit in the middle seats repeatedly to leave and return. New knight Sir of Camelot's Round Table have done on the part of the council. The other day, new knight Sir of the past fortnight, the council is just a fabricated reality to help bureaucracy's driving us nuts."
Gay-Straight Alliance to Allow Raging Homophobic Members

Carl Marcks
Toike Resolution Instigator

Following complaint outcry among supporters of nineteenth-century thinking, the local Gay-Straight Alliance has acquiesced to the demands of the ‘Include the Intolerant Movement’ and announced its decision to allow raging homosexuals to take part in the organisation. The GSA had previously maintained a policy of excluding the exceptionally bigoted, with allowances made for those only slightly nauseated.

Raging Homophobic Members of the ‘Coalition for a Lactose-Free Canada’ following confusion over the movement’s goals.

‘It’s just typical Meekley heart-pink liberal commu listsat discrimination, that’s what it is,’ decried ‘Straight Rights Now!’ Vice-President Michael Spence. ‘They say that they’re just trying to build an inclusive society, but the truth is that their membership is heavily biased towards people who support equal rights for these deviant queers. It’s sickening.’

The effects of this groundbreaking concession have been felt nearly immediately. With GSA membership numbers being immensely swelled by incoming moral zealots, Alliance administrators are struggling to accommodate not only the large number of new members attending meetings, but the new subjects of conversation and debate. The first monthly meeting following the concession is scheduled for next Tuesday, with the announced primary topic being “Yes, We Realise That Men Can’t Bear Children.”

With their main goal accomplished, ‘Include the Intolerant Movement’ leadership has announced a broad reorientation as the ‘Don’t Tolerate Inclusion Front’ to fight light issues such as male children following their mothers to the bathroom. The GSA spokesperson did not release a statement when asked, only shaking their head sadly.

Want to join the Toike?
Read this Black Box!

Are you fairly hilarious? We want you! Can you photoshop like a boss? Join our graphics team! Do you want to try your hand at humour writing? Become one of our staff writers!

You’ll automatically be notified of upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.

Alternatively, if you’re interested in something specific, like graphics, editing, layout, multimedia, social media or distribution, email toike@skule.ca and let us know!

Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join.

Toike@skule.ca!
LOUIS VUITTON

Some journeys can’t be put into words.
But “sixty-six thousand dollars” sums it up quite well, no?